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Abstract 
In thzs work a comparzson zs presented between 80 kHz reverbemtzon statzstzcs obtazned at shallow water sates 
amund Sardznza and Szczly. The  data znclude measurements f m m  several dzstznct bottom provrnces, zncludzng sates 
wzth Posedonza Oceanzca sea grass and sztes covered wzth Ezve shellfish The reoerberatzon statzstars dzd not always 
exhabzt a Raylezgh probabzlzty dzstrzbutzon functeon (PDF), but exhzb$ted stntzstzcul drstl-ubutzons wzth longer tazls. 
Seveml more approprzate models of reverbemtton PDF mere examzned zn order to better descrzbe the measured 
amplztude dzstnbutzons. The  Rayleagh mzxture and the IS models were found to be the most robust zn descrzbtng 
the observed data. 

1. Introduction 
The detection and identification of objects on the seafloor is made more difficult by qeafloor reverberatlon. While 
the problem of understanding and predicting high-frequency background reverberatlon level or mean energy scab 
tered per unit area of the sea bed has received considerable attention, studies of high frequency reverberation 
statistics are relatively scarce. Of these studies, many have dealt with scattering from more or less homogenous 
seafloors in terms of bottom type [I, 2, 31. Most shallow water areas, however, wlll not be homogeneous but will 
have patchiness in space and time, which is often a result of biology. An example of spatial inhomagene~ty are 
shellfish which often do not exist uniformly oil the seabed but are distributed in clumps of varylng density The 
motion of seagrass due to swell or currents causes a constantly changing number of scattering s~tes  which can be 
thought of as time varying patchiness. Clutter 1s the acoustic expression of the non-uniform~ty of these types of 
seafloor environment. 

When the effective numbers of scatters in the resolution cell of a sonar is large enough, the amplitude distribu- 
tion is expected to be Rayleigh as the central limit theorem holds resulting In gaussian in-phase and quadrature 
components of the received signal. The changes in density of scatterers commonly found In shallow water suggests 
that this model might not always be appropriate especially when the area ensomfied by the transmlt and recelve 
beam patterns is not large enough to encompass enough of the patches of differing scatter density. More general 
distributions for addressing amplitude statistics of scattering from heterogeneous seafloors are the Weibull, K ,  and 
Rayleigh mixture distribut~ons each of which has the Rayleigh distribution as a submember. The I( distribution, 
used to succesfully describe the statistics of radar sea surface clutter [4, Ti], can be described as be~ng the product 
of two components; a rapidly fluctuating Rayleigh (or 'speckle') distributed component and a chi distributed com- 
ponent. The physical interpretation is that the Rayleigh distributed component is from many scatterers that are 
modulated by large scale (time varying) structure. The Rayleigh mixture model [GI 1s a combinat~on of Rayleigh 
random variables with each component having its own power. This distribution can be thought of as describing 
scattering from two (or more) different types of materials in a manner similar to that put forward by Crowther 
[TI. 

This paper presents acoustic data collected at  80 kHz at shallow water sites around Sardinia and S~cily. 
Fifteen sites were examined and results from seven of the sites are presented in terms of system ~ndependent site 
characterization. The sites studied included a variety of bottom types, including s~ te s  w ~ t h  Poszdonza Oceanzca 
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sea grass and sites covered with live shellfish. Examples of three of the types of seafloor studied are shown in 
the video stills seen in Figure 1. The diversity of sites studied allowed an ~scellent opportunity to examlne the 

(a) Posidonia covered sand 
bottom - station RR06 

(b) Sand bottom - sta- 
tion RR12 

(c) Shell covered sand 
bottom - station RR13 

Figure 1: Examples of the nonhomogeneous nature of sand seafloors. 

statistics of reverberation from a wide var~ety of seafloor environments Reqults of stat~stical analysis are cast 111 

terms of mean power value or backscattering coefficient as well as analys~s of the ainpl~tude s t a t~s t~cs  Rayle~gh, 
Weibull, K, and 3-component Rayleigh mixture PDFs are compared to measured data and a non-parametric test 
is used to describe the goodness of fit between modeled and measured amplitude d~s t r~bu t~ons .  

2. Data Analysis 
The 80 kHz acoustic system used in t h ~ s  study has been fully characterized agalnst reference hydrophones at  the 
SACLANT Undersea Research Centre to quant~fy source level and beam pattern System gains were measured 
while at  sea. Using the transducer calibration value (pressure to voltage transfer funct~on), processing gain and 
system gains, the absolute received levels at the hydrophone were recovered from the recorded data In order to 
get quantitative seafloor information out of the received level, three effects that may mod~fy the sound pressure 
level as the pulse travels from the source to seafloor and back to the receiver have been talteil lnto account 
These three factors are the effects of the beain pattern, transmisss~on loss, includ~ng both spherical spreading and 
absorption, and equivalent ensonified area. With the above described components, seafloor bacltscattering strength 
as a function of time can easily be calculated using an inverted form of tlie sonar equat~oii with a knowledge of the 
source level, transducer calibration and logglng callbration. The backscatter~ng stieugth as a function of grazlng 
angle can then be obtained from knowledge of the transducer height and the sound speed of the sea water In 
data processing only grazing angles within the 3dB down points of the one-way beam pattern were considered. 

From each experimental site, returns from 200 lms  pulses at each of four t ~ l t  angles (measured relative to 
the main beam axis) were analyzed. The 20 degree beamwidth of the tra~~sducel allowed scat,ter~ng strength 
measurements versus grazing angle to be taken with these four tllt angles (for most sites tlie range of grazing 
angles from which data were obtained was from 10' to 80'. Every 15th data poult of scattering curve was used 
for the amplitude statistics study as correlation analysis determ~ned these to be ~~rdependent. Data at  each 
grazing angle were normalized by the mean power of 200 pings In order to rrmove grazing aogle dependence 
Data was grouped in 20 degree grazing angle b~ns ,  to increase the nuinbcr of data po~nts for statlst~cal analys~s 
Amplitude data was tested for stat~onarity using the Mann-Wh~tney test as 111 [2, 31 For a two talled test at  95% 
confidence, values less than 1.96 and greater than -1.96 are cons~dered to be froill the same d~str~butlon.  Data 
that fell out of this range was excluded from the analysis. The top graph of Figure 2 shows an example of the 
normalized amplitude for 200 pings in a 20 degree grazing angle bin, while the bottom two graphs illustrate the 
Mann-Whitney results for comparisons of groups of 20 pings and comparisons between grazing angle respect~vely. 
Rayleigh, Weibull, K ,  and Raylelgh mixture dlstnbutions were compared to thc pxper~mental PDFs Fittlng the 
model distributions to the exper~mental results entailed estimating the parameters of each of the cand~date CDFs. 
Maximumlikelihood est~mates obtained using an ~ t e ra t~ve  algorithm [8] were used for the parameters of the Weibull 



Figure 2: Sample results from the Mann - Whitney slat,ionarity trst 

distribution, method of moments estimates were used for the parameters of t,lle I i  dist.ribution, matching t.he mean 
and variance, and for the Rayleigh mixture model the maximum likelihoocl parameter est,imat.es were obtained 
using the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [9]. 

Backscattering strength resulting from the inversion described above from four sit8es is shown in t,he t,op graphs 
of Figures 3 - 6. Because all system dependent factors, as well as measurenient grometry effects (including 
spreading loss and absorption) and the ensoiiified area contribution have been re~noved from t,he original raw 
data,  the resulting inverted values represent the t,rue quantitative acoustic response of t,he seafloor (bacltscattering 
strength.) Thus, in the graphs, quantitatively correct values indicate t.he rliffcrrnt scat,tering properties of the 
three sites. The general patterns of the curves for the measurement sites arc consistent with values reported near 
this frequency in that  they approach a maximum as they near normal incidence, fall off t.o a nearly constant level 
over a wide range of grazing angles, then decrease a t  low grazing angles. In some of our sites the signal to noise 
ratio is too low to  give reliable scattering strength estimates at  the smallest grazing angles as seen by figure 3. 
The shellfish covered site had extremely high levels of backscatter at 80 ItHz as did the positlonia covered site. 
Surprisingly the sand and mud sites shown in these examples had similar levels of backscatt,ering, suggest,ing that, 
absolute level is not sufficient to  separate different bottom types. 

Also shown in Figures 3 - 6 are visual examples of the the experimentally observed reverberation PDFs along 
with the fitted models. The non-Rayleigh nature of the distribution is easily seen in t.he high grazing angle shellfish, 
posidonia, and sand data.  The distributions tend to Rayleigh a t  lower grazing angles. A simple explanation for 
this effect is tha t  as a consequence of the height of the transducer remaining constant the re~olut~ion cell of the 
sonar will increase a t  the smaller grazing angles. More patches of seafloor are incluclecl in the b ~ a m  at  low grazing 
angle which drives the amplitude distribution toward Rayleigh as the centra,l limit becomes valitl. C:hotiros [1] has 
discussed similar effects of the resolution cell (receive beamwidth). A quant,it,at,ivr t,able of gootlness of fit of the 
observed d a t a  to each of the model distributions will be shown in the next scct,ion. 

3. Results 
To evaluate the flexibility and accuracy of the models in representing the reverberat,ion from t,he different seafloor 
types, the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff (K-S) test statistic pvalues were used to compare real da ta  to   nod el clist~ributions 
[lo]. These values provide a measure of the goodness of fit between the lilodel clistrihutions a.nd t,he observed 
distributions. Results are presented for each of seven sites and are grouped in terms of grazing angle. Table 1 
shows bottom type, average scattering level, and K-S pvalues for the 60' to 80' grazing angle, 'Table 2 for 40' to  
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Figure 3: Posidonia statistics - station RR06. The dashed-dotted line is the Rayleigh dist.ibution, the dotted is 
the Weibull, the dashed is the K,  and the solid is the Rayleigh mixture 
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Figure 4: Shellfish statistics - station RR13. Line types as in Figure 3 
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Figure 5: Sand statistics - Station RR12. Line types as in Figure :3 
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Figure 6: Mud statistics - station RR09. Line t ,ypes as in Figure 3 
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60" grazing angle, Table 3 for 20" to 40" grazing angle, and Table 4 for 10' to 20' grazlng angle. Any gvalues 
above 0.7 are shown in bold to highlight the best fits to observed data. Quant~tatlve agreement is seen with the 
qualitative assesment of the last section. The highest grazing angles are usually not well descr~bed by the Rayleigh 
distribution. The Weibull, Rayleigh mixture, and K distributions all do a better job of matchlng the observed 
distribution than a standard Rayleigh. The fact that this is true is obv~ous as each of the other distributions has 
more parameters to  tweak to fit the data. The Rayleigh mixture and K distributional models are inore robust in 
fitting the observed data and work over the entire range of grazing angles ( re~olut~on cell size) The scattering 
levels are not generally separabIe by bottom type. In general the muds give the lowest scattering level, the sands 
give medium scattering level, and the shellfish and posidonia covered botton~s give the highest levels. 

4. Conclusions 
Rayleigh PDFs were often found to  not be accurate descriptors of the shallow water 80 kHz reverberation analyzed, 
especially at  high grazmg angles. This more than 11kely is due to the number of patches of d~fferiilg scatter density 
or strength included in the sonar resolution cell at  a given grazing angle Raylelgh M~xture or I\: distributions are 
the best in fitting the observed distributions over all bottom types at hlgh grazing angles and, a s  these contain 
the Rayle~gh distribution as a submember, also work very well at  low angles A bcomponent Rayle~gh mixture 
model was used in this analysis but could be expanded easily to more to include more components which would 
allow it to fit almost any distribution. 
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Table 1: Results for selected sites and for 6O0-80° grazing angle. Values oker 0.7 are g i ~  en In bold 
Statzon Bottom Type Scattertng Level Raylezgh M/ezbz~ll Raylezgh Alzxture I< 
RR06 posidonia covered sand -20.0 dB 1.04 x lo-' 0.667 0.983 0.933 
RR09 mud -23.5 dB 0.902 0.986 0.998 0.999 
RRlO coarse sand/shell hash -20.4 dB 0.818 0.843 0.818 0.747 
R R l l  coarse sandlshell hash -23.0 dB 0.992 0.999 0.997 0.999 
RR12 medium sand -28.9 dB 3 42 x 10-l2 0.543 0.977 0 123 
RR13 shell covered sand -13.8 dB 1.57 x 0 440 0.850 0.802 
RR16 mud -25 7 dB 0.026 0 473 0.999 0.875 

Table 2: Results for selected sites and for 4O0-GO0 grazlilg angle 
Station Bottom Type Scattemng Level Raylezgh Mkzbull Raylezgla Allxttirr Ii 
RR06 posidonia covered sand -21.0 dB 1.28 x 10V7 0 367 0.989 0.996 
RRO9 mud -23.8 dB 0.827 0.979 0.999 0.999 
RRlO coarse sand/shell hash -21.2 dB 0.978 0.853 0.978 0.984 
R R l l  coarse sand/shell hash -24.4 dB 0.953 0.941 0.953 0.969 
RR12 medium sand -28.2 dB 4.25 x 0.716 0.881 0.615 
RR13 shell covered sand -13.5 dB 0.002 0 608 0.963 0.866 
RR16 mud -25.4 dB 0.246 0.785 0.951 0.965 

Table 3: Results for selected sites and for 2O0-40' grazing angle 
Statton Bottom Type Scatterzng Level Raylezgh IVezbull Raylezgh hrlzxture I< 
RRO6 posidonia covered sand -21.8 dB 0.955 0.982 0.955 0.794 
RRO9 mud -27.0 dB 0.941 0.886 0.941 0.974 
RRlO coarse sand/shell hash -23.7 dB 0.803 0.983 0.952 0.980 
R R l l  coarse sand/shell hash -26 1 dB 0.812 0.871 0.986 0.885 
RR12 medium sand -29.5 dB 0.070 0.927 0 (j 1 Ci 0.749 
RR13 shell covered sand -16 2 dB 0.014 0 328 0.888 0.863 
RR16 mud -26.2 dB 0.888 0.924 0.888 0.877 

Table 4: Results for selected sites and for 1O0-20' grazing angle. 

Statzon Bottom Type Scatterzng Level Raylezgh Weibedl Raylezgl~ hIzlttire K 
RR09 mud -30.1 dB 0.995 0.999 0.995 0.876 
RRlO coarse sandlshell hash -24.7 dB 0.970 0.997 0.999 0998. 
RR12 medium sand -29.0 dB 0.204 0.915 0.902 0.912 
RR13 shell covered sand -21.1 dB 0.939 0.999 0.968 0.992 
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